SeattleCoach Advanced Coach Education and Development
With completion of our two core “flagship” training Modules (75 hours), our coaches fulfill the coachspecific training that is required for initial ACC credentialing. As they continue to:
1. Coach for their first 100 hours,
2. Complete three hours of individual mentor coaching, and
3. Prepare their application to the ICF.
4. And we award each of our flagship graduates the following badge which links to this page:
https://www.seattlecoach.com/seattlecoach-certified.html

As they continue to build their coaching skills and presence, we invite them to join one or more of the
following advanced Modules. These elective offerings are inspired by the requests of over 500 great
coaches and coaching leaders through the years and are designed for our ACC coaches to fulfill the
additional coach-specific training requirements of the ICF’s PCC and MCC levels.

I.

Moving Towards Mastery

Working with Groups and Teams
Instruction focuses on the systemic and organizational work of coaching groups and teams.
Students are encouraged and challenged to launch their own work with a group or a team
during the course of the class, so time is allocated for related case consultation, personal and
business development, and a review of core competencies.
18 hours (Core Competencies: 5)

Branding, Marketing and Business Growth
Instruction includes focus on the elements of a business model, value propositions, customizing
visibility, personal development, business structure and fee setting. In addition, time is allocated
for related case consultation, personal development, and a review of core competencies.
15.5 hours (Core Competencies: 5)

Supervision/Mentor-Venture Coaching/The Person of the Coach, Parts #1-#4

SeattleCoach Advanced Coach Education and Development 2
Facilitated by licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and Master Certified Coach, Patricia
Burgin, this series focuses on the development of each member’s coaching presence as they
coach at the PCC and MCC levels. Coaches are invited to bring their “questions, cases and
quandaries” to each session.
1.
2.
3.
4.

II.

12 hours (All Core Competencies hours)
12 hours (All Core Competencies hours)
12 hours (All Core Competencies hours)
12 hours (All Core Competencies hours)

The SeattleCoach® Certified Facilitator Development:
Working with Executive Groups and Teams in Workshops

Coaches who have completed the initial 75 hours (Module I and Module II) of this program's coachspecific training will continue to sharpen their coaching skills and presence over three rounds of
interactive, faciliated small group meetings. The focus is on application of their coaching skills and
presence to building corporate coaching cultures and corporate coaching leaders.
Instruction focuses on the systemic and organizational work of coaching groups and teams. Participants
are encouraged and challenged to launch their own work with a group or a team through each round, so
time is allocated for related case consultation, personal development, and review of core competencies.

Stage 1: Systems theory; leveraging team strengths; the roles of sponsors and teams leaders
Total approved hours: 44 (Core Competencies: 24 hours)

Stage 2: Content and flow; pre-work; peer accountability
Total approved hours: 44 (Core Competencies: 24 hours)

Stage 3: Facilitating a SeattleCoach “Coaching for Leaders” Workshop
Total approved hours: 44 (Core Competencies: 24 hours)

Upon completion of these three stages, participants are awarded this badge:
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